
Owns a minimum of 100 cows  

Alfalfa is commonly fed as a protein source  

Often have older hay seeking to maximize its use  

Hay is stored within a few miles of winter pasture  

Conscientious of hay savings, especially in a drought  

Detail oriented rancher focused on efficiency and reducing costs  

  Vast industry network with valuable connections
  Located in or near an equestrian concentration
  Most commonly has an entrepreneurial interest 
  Existing labor available to conduct rebaling operation
  Smaller livestock herd looking for growth through diversification
  Access to more hay than what is needed for livestock operation
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                                           PTO S3 Model   
More power available to the sickle  

Handle tough hay easier  

Ability to operate with an older and/or smaller tractor  

Processes baleage better  

  Hydraulic S3 Model
  Allows operator to turn tighter corners
  Ability to simplify rebaling process by one tractor 
   (varying on tractor model)

  Flexibility of using a 540 or 1000 PTO tractor

  Sickle ensures uniform feeding 
  Processes difficult to feed, short stemmed hay
  Consistent control of flat bottom bales
  More even manure distribution across the field
  Minimize the negative impact on pastures:
   Eliminate a concentrated sacrifice area
   Less spring cleanup and faster spring regrowth

so lu t ions
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S3 vs. UNROLLING A FULL BALE 
(feeding over daily intake = 40% waste)

S3 vs. OPEN BOTTOM STEEL RING
( = 20% waste)

“The Super Slicer allows me to capitalize on my
 hay, rebaling a $65 round bale of timothy into 
$160 worth of small squares in 9 minutes!” 

- Jeff Moore
Smithville, TN

What the customers are saying.  What the numbers are proving.

By the numbers:
Wgt. of cows: 1,200 lbs. 
Wgt. of bales: 1,300 lbs.

Cost of bales: $60 grass 
Dry matter intake: 2%
Est. feeding season: 5 mos.

Life of Machine: 15 yr. 
Cost of Machine: $18,500
Buying terms: 7% over 5 yr.

+ +=

“This machine offered 40% hay 
savings while feeding old, difficult to 
feed hay in a drought stricken year.”

- Roger Betchel
Eureka, KS

“I fed 1,200 bales through the S3 
in one feeding season with little 

maintenance required.” 

- Ross Latta
Harper, KS
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